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Abstract

We present a systematic way of studying state machine based design spaces and apply it to the study of asynchronous pipelines. Starting with the specification of the most concurrent behaviour as a state machine, all possible valid smaller designs may be generated by systematically removing structured patterns of output states (L cuts) and input states (R cuts). Taking the cartesian product of cuts $L \times R$ yields the complete design space which may then be partitioned according to well understood design styles. In this paper we extend previous results by studying mixed asynchronous pipelines of which homogeneous behaviours form a subset. The approach is presented using the much smaller 2phase setting (3×6) but the insights and structures revealed carry over to full 4phase designs (35×140). We present a complete overview of mixed 2phase linear pipeline behaviours; show how their structuring L cuts and R cuts relate; characterise the behaviours of linear pipelines in terms of these cuts for any depth; and show how the much larger R mixed behaviour patterns can be calculated from knowledge of the L behaviour patterns. Applications of the theory cover mixed linear pipeline and ring behaviours and the automatic generation of quality circuits from our specifications.

1 Setting and approach

This work arose from our long standing interest in designing, specifying and building asynchronous microprocessors [2, 4, 5, 7, 21, 38, 39]. In the first stage of design development, our practice is to concentrate solely upon control signals and the ways in which they can interleave. This enables us to check that each subsystem and its compositions work together harmoniously (are live, deadlock free, preserve essential cyclic properties, ...) before extending the model towards data movements and calculations.

The computational core of a microprocessor lies in its pipelined datapath. (At the control signal level, combinational circuits minimise down and can be considered mere delays.) When we experimented with structured pipelines of differing widths and depths, they minimised down to an observationally equivalent linear pipeline structure of the same depth, but usually one not composed from the controller used in its design. This aroused our curiosity.

Our notation of choice has been CCS, Milner’s Calculus of Communicating Systems [1, 32]. CCS is a system description language based upon communicating agents (state machines). Milner noticed that concurrent processes have an algebraic structure: given processes P and Q, we can construct new processes combining P and Q sequentially (example in Section 2.2) or in parallel (example in Section 2.3). The resulting composition will be a new process (in our case, system of circuits) whose behaviour depends upon those of P and of Q and of their combining operator. Further CCS provides just one inter-process communication mechanism which corresponds directly to the asynchronous circuit handshake. CCS has a number of pertinent attributes: it models arbitrary delays and interleaving behaviours which makes it straightforward to capture the signal level behaviour of asynchronous circuits and systems; and it has a simple and well understood formal semantics to support reasoning about designs, their properties,
and their equivalences. Additionally CCS has a reliable public domain tool support, the CWB (Concurrency Workbench [33]), with built-in minimisation to the smallest equivalent state machine and an implementation of the very powerful modal-μ property checking language—see Stirling’s sterling account [41, Chapter 6, pages 141-153].

1.1 Previous Work and its Approach

Our previous work [6, 8, 34] has been concerned with mainly 4phase asynchronous homogeneous linear and structured parallel pipelines. The asynchronous community has made great efforts to present circuits clearly [9, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 35, 36, 42, 44, 46]. This body of work enabled us to model real practical designs rather than experiment with a few idealised ones and kept us grounded. Importantly, the corpus was large to guide our research directions.

Initial Survey. It is common practice within the community to specify designs graphically (STG [13, 37, 45]) or algebraically (CSP [11, 12, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31]) at the signal level—our chosen level of abstraction. Some forty published 4phase designs were translated from their original presentations into CCS. STG specifications include internal state variables which assist the favoured CAD tool Petrify [15] to target a specific implementation by delaying outgoing signals until an internal state has been reached. We first mapped all these signals into CCS and then, by simply hiding any explicit mention of an STG internal variable name, retained its inherent constraints as extra arbitrary length internal delays. In this way, our CCS model characterizes the signal interleaving possibilities relevant to pipelining. To emphasize this distinction, we call our minimised CCS state machine descriptions shapes. Shapes operate at the same level of abstraction as STGs and our specifications lead directly to circuits in silicon [34]. Brunvand, Lines and Martin have used CSP equally abstractly to generate silicon [12, 26, 31, 44].

Generalisation. The forty 4phase designs surveyed in the published literature gave rise to just 18 distinct shapes. Since the behaviour of each and every shape is expressed solely in terms of external control signals, shape behaviours could then be compared, contrasted, and ordered. From comparison of these shapes, we noted a mathematically ideal shape, \( \text{max}_1 \), from which all published designs could be defined by removing states. We claim that \( \text{max}_1 \) is the most concurrent possible shape. In support of this claim, the union of published shapes is precisely \( \text{max}_1 \). This led to generating all possible subshapes by systematically cutting away states from \( \text{max}_1 \). This is easiest to carry out in an algebraic notation—hence the aptness of CCS.

1.2 Intuition: MAX and its cutaways.

Consider the FSM MAX shown at the top of Figure 1. MAX has 20 states arranged in 5 rows and 4 columns. The initial state is marked START and the terminal state DONE. Informally, the protocol is to take us from the start state to the done state by making only forward \( \rightarrow \) or downward \( \downarrow \) moves. To save clutter we have omitted arrowheads and labels: horizontal arcs run

\[ \text{Shape: L321.R2100} \]

Figure 1: MAX and its cutaways
to the right; vertical arrows downwards. The extreme routes are path DA: down 4 arcs, then across 3 arcs and path AD: across 3 arcs, then down 4 arcs. The middle section of Figure 1 divides the cut possibilities into two regions shown with shaded backgrounds. On the left, we have a 4×3 region with the specific column cut L321 displayed. Starting at the bottom of each column, L321 cuts away upwards: 3 states from column 1, 2 states from column 2, and 1 state from column 3—plus of course their connecting arcs. Clearly we should never cut away the start state or the done state. On the right, we have a 4×3 region with the specific row cut R2100 displayed. Starting at the right hand end of each row, R2100 cuts away leftwards 2 states from row 1, 1 from row 2, and 0 from rows 3 and 4. The typical sub-design from MAX will have cutaways on the left and on the right, for example L321.R2100 at the bottom of Figure 1.

Liveness. As illustrated in Figure 2, the choice of indices in Labc or Rwxyz is not entirely free. In this figure, the START/DONE states are marked ■, cut states by □ on the left and □ on the right, and 'dead ends' by ◆.

1. **Range:** clearly 0 ≤ a,b,c ≤ 4; and 0 ≤ w,x,y,z ≤ 3.
2. **No dead-end states:** as would be caused by cuts L010 and R0120 on the left in Figure 2. For L010, the state marked ◆ in row 5 and column 1 is a dead-end—reachable but isolated. The appropriate cut choice here is L110. For R0120 the 3 states marked ◆ are also dead ends. The appropriate cut choice here is R2220. Constraints to remove such options are: Labc: a ≥ b ≥ c and Rwxyz: w ≥ x ≥ y ≥ z
3. **Liveness:** Each shape Labc.Rwxyz represents a viable sub-design provided that it is live. If its L- and R-cuts abut or a fortiori overlap then the shape will not be live—it will not be able to fulfill the protocol and move from the start state to the done state, as with L220.R2222 on the right in Figure 2 where the cuts abut. Liveness can be calculated from the L.cut and R.cut indices.

**Design space.** The sets of all allowable L.cuts, \( \mathbb{L} = \{ \text{L000, L001, L002, ..., L444} \} \) and the set of all allowable R.cuts, \( \mathbb{R} = \{ \text{R0000, R0001, R0002, ..., R3333} \} \), form regular and elegant lattices and enable us to compare and order the shapes (sub-designs) of MAX. Applying all combinations of left and right cuts \( \mathbb{L} \times \mathbb{R} \) over MAX yields its complete space design space.

```
\( \begin{array}{c|c}
\text{L000} & \text{L444} \\
\hline
\text{L000.R0000} & \text{L444.R0000} \\
\text{L000.R3333} & \text{L444.R3333} \\
\end{array} \)
```

**Figure 3:** MAX design space

This permits exhaustive examination of circuit design possibilities and their pipeline behaviours.
1.3 Contributions

In this paper we apply these ideas to studying and predicting the behaviours of mixed pipelines. Homogeneous results drop out as a subset in this study. Mixed pipelines enjoy a huge increase in variety over homogeneous pipelines, but this very generality has uncovered unifying results with practical applications. In particular, our previous R.cut sets \[8\,34\] are closed under composition for homogeneous pipelines, but not for mixed. A simple modification has led to two key discoveries:

1. A unique notation for pipelines of any depth in terms of the closed set of shape cutaways.

2. The relation between the L.cut set and the R.cut set. We already had a neat lattice for L.cuts as a planar wedge. We can now restructure the closed R.cuts into (2 for 2phase, 4 for 4phase) related planar wedges each of which is isomorphic to the L wedge. This has a practical application when we come to predict pipeline behaviours, since experiments show that if we know how a L.cut behaves we can calculate how a related R.cut behaves.

The full 4phase design space has 35 L.cuts and 140 R.cuts; its untimed sub-space (delay insensitive and speed independent shapes only) has 10 L.cuts and 20 R.cuts. Evaluating their design spaces for just pipelines of depth 2 would entail 24.01 million and 160 thousand experiments respectively as against just 324 for 2phase. Accordingly we present exhaustive practical results for the 3x6 2phase design style. Work in progress confirms that our 2phase insights and structures carry over into the above 4phase design spaces (see example in Section 5.4).

1.4 Structure of the paper

In the remaining sections in this paper: Section 2 introduce the CCS notation via examples leading to the model of data transmission which underlies pipeline behaviours. Section 3 explains the design and implementation of Furber’s classic 2phase pipeline stage (which we call \(\text{max}_1\)) using simple building blocks expressed in CCS. It also covers pipeline models constructed from \(\text{max}_1\) and discusses their specification. Section 4 covers the structure of cuts, their lattices, how they are related, and how they define the family of subdesigns from \(\text{max}_1\). Section 5 presents new results on mixed pipelines, uses lattices to uncover their pipeline structures and pipelined behaviours; and predicts the behaviours of mixed pipelines and rings. Section 6 gives applications to circuit design. Section 7 is an overview and summary.

2 CCS as a System Description Language

CCS describes objects (agents, circuits, processes) by defining the states they can occupy and the actions that cause them to move from state and to another state or back to the same state. In this section we give an introduction to defining individual objects in CCS, how objects communicate via handshakes, and give a simple model of 2phase bundled data transmission protocol as a lead in to asynchronous modelling.

2.1 Individual objects

0: The simplest object in CCS is 0 which can do nothing; it cannot receive or send signals, nor has it any local actions. It is said to be \textit{deadlocked}.

Prefixing: Sequential objects can be built from 0 by \textit{prefixing actions} which are executed in order. For example, \(\text{Match}1 = \text{strike.burn.0}\) describes an object that be struck, then burns, whereupon it deadlocks (is spent). The separating dot . indicates an arbitrary delay and may be read as \textit{then some time later}. Except for the deadlocked state, 0, states always start with
upper case letters, e.g. *Match1*. Actions always start with lower case letters. We distinguish between input actions (e.g. *strike*) and output actions (e.g. *burn*) which are over-barred.

**Choice:** Not all objects are sequential. Many have choices of action stream. For example,

\[ \text{Match}_2 = \text{strike}.(\text{burn}.0 + \text{fail}.\text{Match}_2 + \text{dead}.0) \]

describes a match that after being struck has 3 distinct behavioural options: it may burn and become spent or it may fail to light whereupon it may choose to repeat the action repertoire from the beginning, or (perhaps the match head has dropped off) is thrown away.

![State machines for Match1 and Match2](image)

Figure 4: State machines for *Match1* and *Match2*

Figure 4 shows state machine descriptions of the linear *Match1* and the cyclic *Match2*. Notice the tight correspondences with their CCS specifications. We have made *fail* and *dead* local trace actions. Trace variables are useful documentation aids at key points and can be invaluable when property checking. We always show them in serif font.

### 2.2 Sequential Composition

Suppose we are given two objects, *FST* and *SND*, each of which upon receiving a request, carries out a local task, emits an acknowledgement and is then ready to repeat its cycle. We wish to allow *FST* and *SND* to cooperate in series: having completed a *task1*, *FST* hands over for *SND* to finish off by carrying out a *task2*. This communication is arranged by connecting the output acknowledgement of *FST* to the input request of *SND* as in Figure 5.

\[
\text{FST} = rF.\text{task1}.\overline{aF}.\text{FST} \\
\text{SND} = rS.\text{task2}.\overline{aS}.\text{SND}
\]

![Handshake communication](image)

Figure 5: *FS*: handshake communication

For two objects to communicate via a direct *handshake* they must:

1. Agree on a common name for their communication line, here *hs*

2. Rename the sender’s action to match the line name, that is in *FST* 
   \[ \overline{aF} \rightarrow hs \]

3. Rename the receiver’s action to match the line name, that is in *SND* 
   \[ rS \rightarrow hs \]

Table 1 defines *FS* as the *parallel composition* of *FST* and *SND*. It first lists the constituent objects, parenthesised and with separator |, here (*FST | SND*); followed by its curly bracketed handshake lines (in general they are separated by commas, but here) \{ *hs* \}. This specification has been *embellished* by ✦ arrows. They are not part of formal CCS—here they highlight the handshake.
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2.2.1 Communicating via handshakes

To explain the mechanics of handshaking, we unroll each of the definitions of $FST$ and $SND$ in Table 1 up to their third handshake:

\[
\begin{align*}
FST &= rF . \text{task1 . hs . FST} \\
SND &= \text{hs . task2} . \overline{aS} . \text{SND} \\
FS &= (FST \mid SND) \setminus \{hs\}
\end{align*}
\]

| Table 1: Specification of \(FS\) |

Each thread in the composition is allowed to carry out its sequence of non-handshaking actions freely up to, but not past, a $hs$ or $hs$ signal. Thus $SND$ is initially blocked with its handshake action $hs$ uncovered, but $FST$ may execute its initial $rF$ and then its task1 action until it uncovers the companion handshake action $hs$. The situation is now:

\[
\begin{align*}
FST &= \text{hs . rF . task1 . hs . rF . task1 . hs . rF . task1 . hs} \\
SND &= \text{hs . task2 . aS . hs . task2 . aS . hs}
\end{align*}
\]

For handshakes and only handshakes, both cooperating partners move on through their own handshake action at the same time. This special internal or not-observable handshake action is designated a $\tau$-action. After the $\tau$, $FST$ is free to start a fresh cycle and $SND$ may proceed to get on with its local task2 action. These actions are interleaved until the next handshake forces the second rendezvous.

\[
\begin{align*}
FST &= rF . \text{task1 . hs . rF . task1 . hs . rF} \\
SND &= \text{hs . task2 . aS . hs . task2 . aS . hs}
\end{align*}
\]

Here is an equivalent specification for the $FS$ of Table 1 given monolithically—expressed in terms of just $+$ and $\tau$.

\[
\begin{align*}
Y11 &= rF.Y12 \\
Y12 &= \text{task1.Y13} \\
Y13 &= \tau.Y14 \\
Y14 &= rF.Y15 + \text{task2.Y24} \\
Y15 &= \text{task1.Y16} + \text{task2.Y25} \\
Y16 &= \text{task2.Y26} \\
Y24 &= rF.Y25 + \overline{aS}.Y11 \\
Y25 &= \text{task1.Y26} + \overline{aS}.Y12 \\
Y26 &= \overline{aS}.Y13
\end{align*}
\]

| Table 2: Monolithic specification of \(FS\) |

After the $\tau$ handshake, both $FST$ and $SND$ can move on in their own good time. One extreme possibility is that $FST$ makes the next two moves, $rF$ and then task1, but it is then stuck awaiting its handshake partner. There it remains until $SND$ has completed its task2 and $aS$ actions. Only then can the next handshake take place. The other extreme possibility is that $FST$ is stuck, and $SND$ makes its two moves before $FST$ makes an $rF$ move. The specification covers all possible interleaving patterns between these two extremes. This is easier to see from the monolithic specification.\[2\]
2.2.2 Minimisation

The state diagram for a minimised specification of FS is:

![State diagram of minimised FS](image)

Figure 6: State graph of minimised FS

This is the smallest (in state size) definition of FS which is observably equivalent to the specification given in Table 1. Compared with the monolithic specification in Table 2, the non-observable \( \tau \) action is deleted. The definition of state \( Y13 \) is deleted and remaining references to it are updated to \( Y14 \).

Coda. For all but the simplest machines, it usually pays to define an object in terms of its interfaces (as we did here with \( FST \) and \( SND \)) and then constrain them. This composed specification will be the easiest to reason about, and once satisfied, the CWB will produce its minimised form automatically.

We have now given all the syntax and (informal) semantics for CCS that we need: the operators \(+, |\), hiding, and handshaking. This enables us to deal with asynchronous hardware communication signals in appropriate detail. As with all state machine based descriptions, incorporating data would, of course, entail an exponential growth in state size.

2.3 2phase Bundled Data Transmission

We now present a simple model consisting of an output \( O \) and an input \( I \) cooperating via the 2phase protocol. It forms the core of how data gets transmitted down an asynchronous pipeline (see next section) and is an important first step in understanding the much used 2phase bundled data protocol.

![Diagram of 2phase bundled data transmission](image)

Figure 7: Transmitting bundled data between processes

Suppose that \( O \) and \( I \) are connected by a bus down which data values are transmitted in sequence from \( O \) to \( I \). \( r/a \) are request/acknowledge communication wires respectively which ensure the safety of each transmission. Once \( O \) has loaded the next data value onto the bus, it sends a signal on line \( r \). On receipt of which, \( I \) understands that a fresh data value is available and copies it locally from the bus. Once this data capture is complete, \( I \) signals on \( a \) to inform \( O \) that it can start the next transaction and safely overwrite the bus with the next data value. Using \( pD \) and \( gD \) as trace variables, the CCS description of this system is:
\[ O = pD \cdot \pi . \quad a \cdot . \quad O \]

\[ I = r \cdot . \quad gD \cdot . \quad \pi . \quad I \]

\[ OI = ( O \mid I ) \setminus \{ r , a \} \]

**Table 3: Specification of OI**

**Commentary on Table 3**

\( pD \):  O puts fresh data on the bus linking O to I.

\( \pi \leftrightarrow r \): When the data is stable, O sends a request signal on communication line \( r \) to I. O now passively awaits an acknowledgement from I.

\( gD \): On receipt of the request signal on \( r \), I reads the data from the bus.

\( \pi \leftrightarrow a \): Once the data is captured, I sends an acknowledgement signal on line \( a \) back to O and passively awaits the next request.

On receipt of \( a \), O knows that the current data value has been safely passed to I. O may now actively prepare the next data value and place it on the bus. In Table 4 we unroll the specification of SR through the specific transaction.

**Table 4: Unrolling the specification of OI through 2 iterations**

It is easy to show formally that OI is observationally equivalent to both specifications below:

\[ OI2 = pD \cdot \tau . \quad gD . \quad \tau . \quad OI2 \]

\[ OI3 = pD . \quad gD . \quad OI3 \]

which confirm that \( pD \) and \( gD \) alternate. Reading \( \prec \) as *precedes*, \( pD_k \prec gD_k \) means that I always reads fresh data; \( gD_k \prec pD_{k+1} \) means that O cannot overwrite unread data. So the protocol is data independent and safe. As a final remark, transaction phases are identical in the 2phase protocol, so there is no need to indicate parity by \( \uparrow \) and \( \downarrow \).

**2.3.1 4phase Protocol**

In the equivalent 4phase version of this protocol, each signal goes up and down once per transaction. Hence its alternative name: Return To Zero, or RTZ.

**Transaction 1**

\[ O = pD1 . \quad \pi \uparrow . \quad a \uparrow . \quad \pi \downarrow . \quad a \downarrow . \quad ... \]

\[ I = r \uparrow . \quad gD1 . \quad \pi \uparrow . \quad r \downarrow . \quad \pi \downarrow . \quad a \downarrow . \quad ... \]

At first sight this seems a waste of energy and time compared to 2phase. But 4phase hardware circuits may be simpler than 2phase and the down phase of one transaction may overlap with the up phase of its successor. The increased variety presents greater opportunities and greater challenges for engineers. It also gives rise to surprisingly larger design spaces.
2.4 Aptness of CCS for Circuits at the Control Signal Level

In later sections we will apply our algebraic approach to specifying the compositional properties of both homogeneous and mixed linear asynchronous pipeline and ring structures. We will explain how to describe basic asynchronous circuits as objects (state machines), the standard handshake method of synchronising circuits, how to compose cooperating circuits into systems, all the while using the 2phase design communication protocol and modelling in CCS. Which begs the question ‘How well does CCS capture asynchronous hardware?’.

Circuit description. It is standard practice to describe a circuit as an asynchronous state machine. This is exactly the CCS model for describing an object.

Signals as actions. Cooperating circuits must agree upon common communication lines; one sending and one receiving per line. Signals are simply changes in voltage level. We map signals to their line names: \( \overline{x}/x \) will be interpreted as signals sent/received on line \( x \). This is exactly the CCS model for communicating via handshakes.

System description. Hardware systems are built by wiring together the communication lines of their constituent circuits appropriately. This is exactly the CCS model for building systems hierarchically.

![Figure 8: Black box, FSM and CCS views of M2](image)

![Figure 9: 2phase signal = change in voltage level, either up or down](image)

SYS = \( ( C1 \mid C2 ) \setminus \{ x, y \} \)

The handshakes are unobservable internal actions leaving the specification of SYS expressed solely in terms of the interleaving possibilities for its inputs and outputs: \( r_1, r_2, \overline{a_1} \) and \( \overline{a_2} \).
2phase protocol. In asynchronous systems, there are no coordinating clocks. In 2phase design, each circuit is passive until awoken by a request signal (or possibly several). When it has finished its current task, it will send a completion signal (or possibly several) and then fall passive again awaiting its next request. This is modelled in CCS using the req/ack protocol as in the 2phase data transmission example of Section 2.3.

3 Modelling asynchronous pipelines in CCS

In this section we describe Furber’s classic implementation of a 2phase pipeline stage [20] and use this description to specify a suitable abstraction in CCS. Under common assumptions, we argue that this is the most concurrent behaviour achievable. We then recount experiments with this stage when pipelined and report their resulting structures and patterns. These patterns form the basis for specifying pipelines in the next sections.

![Figure 10: Latch and Controller interplay](image)

The basic pipeline building block is the stage which is the composition of a latch and its controller as shown in Figure 10. The latch has two safe states: open in which it will admit the fresh data value pending on dIN and closed when it holds its current value steady both internally and on dOUT. The controller is responsible for the safety of the open and close operations. Signal lines ir/ia enable Input request/acknowledge communication with a source on the left; signal lines or/oa enable Output request/acknowledge communication with a successor on the right. Linear pipelines are built by abutment with or\(_k\) wired to ir\(_{k+1}\), dOUT\(_k\) to dIN\(_{k+1}\), and iao\(_{k+1}\) to oao\(_k\) (see Figure 11).

![Figure 11: Building linear pipelines by abutment](image)
The construction of such linear pipelines has the straightforward recursive definition:

\[
LP_1(\text{ir, ia, or, oa}) = ST(\text{ir, ia, or, oa})
LP_{k+1}(\text{ir, ia, or, oa}) = (LP_k(\text{ir, ia, x, y}) \mid ST(x, y, or, oa)) \setminus \{ x, y \}
\]

with the request and acknowledge lines between \(LP_k\) and \(LP_{k+1}\) being renamed \(x\) and \(y\) respectively and hidden (syntactically \(\setminus \{ x, y \}\)) in the definition of \(LP_{k+1}\) so that no other circuit can access them.

### 3.1 Components for Building a Furber Stage

In this subsection we give signal level specifications of a latch and the basic circuits required to build a specific 2phase pipeline stage presented in Furber [20].

#### 3.1.1 The Latch Model

The latch model in Figure 12 has an input bus \(dIN\) and output \(dOUT\) and two control lines \(rL\) and \(aL\) which allow it to be opened and closed.

![Open and closed latch states](image)

There are two major latch disciplines: \(NC\) normally closed and \(NO\) normally open. In this account, we follow the NC discipline only. Furber [20] section 3, page 221 et. seq.] provides clear descriptions of both protocols, their uses and their pitfalls.

When an NC latch is in its quiescent closed state, both \(rL\) and \(aL\) are low and bus \(dIN\) is disconnected from the latch. We assume that the next data value to be captured, say \(D_k\), has been placed on the input bus \(dIN\).

**open:** when \(rL\) is raised, \(dIN\) is connected to the latch. The data value on \(dIN\), \(D_k\), enters the latch and is also copied onto \(dOUT\). When these are both stable, the latch sends an acknowledgement to the controller by raising \(aL\).

When the latch is open, \(rL = aL = T\) and \(dIN = latch = dOUT\). Whilst open any variation in \(dIN\) will be passed through changing the value in the latch and on \(dOUT\).

**closed:** when \(rL\) is lowered, \(dIN\) is disconnected from the latch. The data value is now said to be captured. The latch then sends an acknowledgement signal informing the controller that the latch is closed by lowering \(aL\).

When the latch is closed, \(rL = aL = F\), \(latch = dOUT\) and will not be affected by any change on \(dIN\).

Note that data is guaranteed stable in the latch and on \(dOUT\) only when the latch is closed. Since we map signals to wires, the specification of \(NC\) (with trace variables) is simply:

\[
NC = rL.open.aL.rL.closed.aL.NC
\]

State machines are quite smart at figuring out whether a signal is to go up or down.
3.1.2 Common 2phase Building Blocks

\[
T_2 = a \overline{b} \cdot a \overline{c} \cdot T_2
\]

\[
M_2 = a \overline{c} \cdot M + b \overline{c} \cdot M_2
\]

\[
F_2 = a.(\overline{b} \cdot \overline{c} \cdot F_2 + \overline{c} \cdot \overline{b} \cdot F_2)
\]

\[
C_2 = a \cdot b \overline{c} \cdot C_2 + b \cdot a \overline{c} \cdot C_2
\]

![Figure 13: T2/M2 and F2/C2 circuit descriptions](image)

**Toggle:** \(T_2 = a \overline{b} \cdot a \overline{c} \cdot T_2\) The *Toggle* inputs a signal on \(a\) and routes it out on \(b\). On receiving a second signal on \(a\), it routes it out on \(c\). Then this 4-cycle repeats. Thus odd numbered input signals are routed out via \(b\) and even numbered input signals via \(c\). It is customary to mark the first output line \(b\) of *Toggle* with a blob ⋄ in a circuit diagram.

**Merge:** \(M_2 = a \overline{c} \cdot M + b \overline{c} \cdot M_2\) If a *Merge* receives its next input on \(a\) it will acknowledge by emitting a signal on \(c\). If it receives its next input on \(b\) it will also acknowledge by emitting a signal on \(c\). The designer must see to it that the \(a \cdot \overline{c}\) and \(b \cdot \overline{c}\) transactions never overlap.

**Fork:** \(F_2 = a.(\overline{b} \cdot \overline{c} \cdot F_2 + \overline{c} \cdot \overline{b} \cdot F_2)\) The *F2* has one input \(a\) and two outputs \(b\) and \(c\). A signal arriving on \(a\) is routed to both \(b\) and \(c\) in turn but in either order. The *F2* is used to instigate 2 components running in parallel by firing up both.

**Collector:** \(C_2 = a \cdot b \overline{c} \cdot C_2 + b \cdot a \overline{c} \cdot C_2\) The *C2*, commonly referred to as a C-element, has two inputs \(a\) and \(b\) and one output \(c\). When signals have arrived on both its inputs, again in either order, it forwards an acknowledgement on \(c\). The *C2* element is used as a collector to ensure that the components in a 2-parallel system rendezvous. In general, input signals may be retracted, but as this will not occur in the implementation described, we use a simpler (sufficient) description of *C2*.

3.1.3 FNC: Furber’s Normally Closed stage

FNC is constructed by wiring together a *C2*, an *M2*, a normally closed latch, a *T2*, and an *F2* fork as shown in Figure 14. For space reasons, the design is presented with the Input lines at the top and the Output lines on the bottom. The *C2* ensures that the previous data value has

![Figure 14: FNC: Furber’s normally closed latch](image)
been passed on \(dOUT\) and that the next data value is stable on \(dIN\). Thereafter a linear thread of control passes through the inner circuitry M2..Latch..T2 twice as shown below in Figure 15.

![Figure 15: The route through FNC](image)

Figure 15 emphasises that C2 ensures both inputs have fired before the circuit starts to deal with the next request and only on request completion does the F2 distribute the appropriate output signals. The first pass opens the Latch enabling the fresh data value on \(dIN\) to be captured. The second pass closes the latch capturing the fresh data value and holding it stable until it has been passed to the successor stage. After the second pass the thread passes to the fork F2 which forwards notice of fresh data to the successor stage and successful capture to the preceding stage.

1. **C2** has input signals on (i) \(ir\) and (ii) \(oa\). While \(ir\) signals the start of transaction \(k+1\), \(oa\) signals the completion of transaction \(k\), so that on first use, we need to pre-fire the \(oa\) input. This is signified by the circle on its input port in Figures 14 and 15. *Both being accepted will guarantee that (i) fresh data is present on \(dIN\) and (ii) that the previous data (still held in the latch and on \(dOUT\)) has been passed to and captured by the successor stage. Once both signals have been accepted, C2 signals M2.

2. **Pass 1: open the latch**

   (a) **M2** forwards the signal from C2 to the Latch by raising \(rL\).

   (b) **Latch** When \(rL\) arrives, the Latch opens connecting to \(dIN\) and accepts the fresh value from \(dIN\) and copies it onto \(dOUT\). When both are stable, the Latch forwards an acknowledgement to T2 by raising \(aL\).

   (c) **T2** routes this signal back to the M2 which sets up the second pass to close the latch.

3. **Pass 2: close the latch**

   (a) **M2** forwards the request from T2 to the Latch by lowering \(rL\). (Note that the circuitry guarantees that the two uses of M2 are well separated in time and so it is safe to use a Merge here.)

   (b) **Latch** When \(rL\) arrives, the Latch closes, disconnecting \(dIN\) and capturing its fresh data value. The preceding stage may now put a fresh value on \(dIN\) without affecting either the local latch value or \(dOUT\). The Latch now lowers \(aL\) in acknowledgement of the capture.

   (c) **T2** routes the signal to F2 signalling that the latch is closed guaranteeing the stability of fresh data both locally and on \(dOUT\).

4. **F2** sends signals (i) backwards to the inputting stage acknowledging capture of this data value and permitting the next input cycle to begin and (ii) to the successor stage informing it that its next data value is stable on its input bus.
3.2 Specifying \( \text{max}_1 \)

Figure 16 shows the two constituents of Furber’s pipeline stage: a normally closed latch and its associated controller.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Controller} & \quad \text{Initially we ignore trace variables and any interactions with the Latch. } I \text{ defines the cyclic sequence of actions on the incoming side and } O \text{ describes the cyclic sequence of actions on the outgoing side. Their separate descriptions follow the patterns established in } OI \text{ in Section 2.3 but they cooperate ‘in reverse order’. The specification } I = ir \cdot \overline{ia} . I \text{ is to be interpreted as:} \\
ir & : \text{when ready, the source places fresh data } Dk \text{ on } dIN \text{ and then signals its presence by signalling on line } ir. \text{ I is then blocked until certain that the previous datum } Dk-I \text{ has been passed to the next stage.} \\
\overline{ia} & : \text{only when } Dk \text{ has been captured may } I \text{ return an acknowledgement to the source by signalling on line } ia. \\
I & : \text{whereupon the next input cycle begins} \\
O, \text{ which acts as source for the next stage, gives the cycle of actions on the outgoing side: } O = \overline{or} . \overline{oa} . O. \text{ To be safe, we will have to guarantee that } O \text{ is blocked from emitting } \overline{or} \text{ until a fresh data value has been captured by } I. \text{ Our initial specification of a stage (without blocking) is just the composition of its input interface with its output interface:} \\
I = ir \cdot \overline{ia} . I \\
O = \overline{or} . \overline{oa} . O \\
\text{ST} = ( I \mid O )
\end{align*} \]

Reading, \textit{as and some time later}, we interpret their occurrences in \( ir.\overline{ia} \) and \( \overline{or}.\overline{oa} \) as arbitrary \textit{internal} delays; and in \( \overline{ia}.ir \) and \( \overline{or}.oa \) as arbitrary \textit{external} delays.

The blocking constraints between \( I \) and \( O \) are handled by two tokens which one may \textit{put} or \textit{get}. We use tokens \( \text{NEXT} \) with \( gN/pN \) and \( \text{PASS} \) with \( gP/pP \) operations\(^1\). The putter is not delayed; the getter may be. The essential safety blockings are:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{NEXT} & = gN/pN.\text{NEXT} \\
\text{PASS} & = gP/pP.\text{PASS} \\
I & = ir . gP . \overline{ia} . I \\
O & = gN . \overline{or} . \overline{oa} . O \\
\text{ST} & = ( I \mid \text{NEXT} \mid \text{PASS} \mid O )
\end{align*} \]

where \( gP \) will block \( I \) from capturing the next value until the current value has been passed thus preventing premature overwriting, and \( gN \) will block \( O \) from forwarding its \( \overline{or} \) until a fresh

\(^1\)I and O do not handshake directly but indirectly via \text{NEXT} and \text{PASS}. It saves on clutter if we put all the over-barred handshake signals within the two tokens.
value has been captured. All that remains is to free \( I \) by a judiciously placed \( p_P \) and to free \( O \) by a judiciously placed \( p_N \). The key to these synchronisations is:

\[
I = \text{ir} \cdot gP \cdot \text{capt} \cdot pN \cdot \overline{\text{oa}} \cdot \text{ir} \cdot gP \cdot \text{capt} \cdot pN \cdot \overline{\text{oa}} \cdot \text{ir} \cdot gP \cdot ... \cdot I
\]

\[
O = gN \cdot \overline{\text{oa}} \cdot \text{pass} \cdot pP \cdot gN \cdot \overline{\text{oa}} \cdot \text{pass} \cdot pP \cdot ... \cdot O
\]

in which we have temporarily included trace variables \( \text{capt} \) and \( \text{pass} \) for extra clarity. If we omit the handshaking signals and retain only the traces and the get/put operations, we see that these synchronisations faithfully uphold safety by maintaining the cyclic ordering:

\[
\text{cycle } ( gP \prec \text{capt} \prec pN \prec gN \prec \text{pass} \prec pP )
\]

( Controller | Latch interplay ) Our final step is to include the interactions with the latch. Taking a cue from the thread in Section 3.1.3, we choose to associate the latch open and close requests with our thread \( I \).

\[
\begin{align*}
NC &= \text{rl} \cdot \text{open} \cdot \overline{\text{al}} \cdot \text{rl} \cdot \text{closed} \cdot \overline{\text{al}} \cdot NC \\
I &= \text{ir} \cdot gP \cdot \text{rl} \cdot \text{al} \cdot \text{rl} \cdot \text{al} \cdot pN \cdot \overline{\text{a}} \cdot I \\
O &= gN \cdot \overline{\text{oa}} \cdot \text{pass} \cdot pP \cdot O \\
\text{FNC} &= (NC \mid I \mid \text{NEXT} \mid \text{PASS} \mid O) \setminus \{\text{rl}, \text{al}, gN, pN, gP, pP\}
\end{align*}
\]

Table 5: First specification of FNC

This is observationally equivalent to:

\[
\begin{align*}
I &= \text{ir} \cdot gP \cdot \text{open} \cdot \text{closed} \cdot pN \cdot \overline{\text{a}} \cdot I \\
O &= gN \cdot \overline{\text{oa}} \cdot \text{pass} \cdot pP \cdot O \\
\text{FNC} &= (I \mid \text{NEXT} \mid \text{PASS} \mid O) \setminus \{gN, pN, gP, pP\}
\end{align*}
\]

Dropping the trace variables which have served their purpose, we arrive at our final form of the specification of an FNC stage:

\[
\begin{align*}
I &= \text{ir} \cdot gP \cdot pN \cdot \overline{\text{a}} \cdot I \\
O &= gN \cdot \overline{\text{oa}} \cdot \text{pass} \cdot pP \cdot O \\
\text{FNC} &= (I \mid \text{NEXT} \mid \text{PASS} \mid O) \setminus \{gN, pN, gP, pP\}
\end{align*}
\]

Table 6: Final specification of FNC

We claim that this specification is the least constrained since \( I \) is freed up (by \( p_P/gP \)) as soon as \( O \) has received the acknowledgement \( \text{oa} \) confirming the current value has been successfully passed downstream, and \( O \) is freed up (by \( p_N/gN \)) as soon as \( I \) has captured the next fresh data value. From now on, we will name it \( \text{max}_1 \).

Rider. Because open/close signals are entirely internal handshakes, the controller and the stage are observationally equivalent. For the same reason, normally open and normally closed variations on the same controller have the same shape. See for example the 4 variations given by Efthymiou and Garside in [19].
3.2.1 Minimised FSM for $max_1$

The CWB will minimise our formal definition of $max_1$ into the smallest equivalent state machine as in Figure 17. Horizontally the labels show input signals; vertically and wrapped around, we have the output signals. The initial state is marked $\blacksquare$. The leftmost state in row 1 shows underrun when the output side gets ahead of the input side. The states at the right hand ends of both rows show overrun when the input side is getting ahead of the output side. $max_1$ permits two extreme behaviours and any interleaving behaviour between them:

1. The south and west edges (output is the faster) has the trace: $\text{LOOP}(\text{ir}, \overline{\text{ir}}, \text{oa}, \overline{\text{oa}})$ and may cycle forever through these 4 actions starting from the initial state.

2. The north and east edges (the input side is faster) has the trace: $\text{ir}.\text{LOOP}((\text{ir}, \overline{\text{ir}}, \text{oa}$

Both loops contain 4 actions (two inputs and two outputs) and maintain the integrity of their signal orderings.

3.2.2 Useful Liveness Properties for $max_1$

$L1$: It is always possible to return to the initial state $\blacksquare$.

$L2$: In a live shape, the input and output interface cycles are always maintained. Formally, 2cycle $(\text{ir}, \overline{\text{ir}})$ and 2cycle $(\overline{\text{oa}}, \text{oa})$

$Liveness properties L1 and L2 are maintained by all live cutaway subdesigns.$

3.3 Experiments with $max_1$

Experiments were carried out composing shapes $max_1$ to form linear pipes $LP_d$ (Figure 18) with depths $d$ varying from 1..12 and with parallel pipes $PP_w,d$ with widths $w$ varying from 1..8 and depths $d$ from 1..12. We may compare and relate all our designs since pipeline stages, linear pipelines and parallel pipelines, all use the same input/output signal names.

![Diagram of linear pipeline of depth d stages](image-url)
3.3.1 \( MAX_d \): linear pipelines composed from \( max_1 \).

2-phase pipelines constructed from \( max_1 \) stages grow in regular fashion with state sizes 8, 12, 16, ... for pipes of length 1, 2, 3, ...

![Figure 19: MAX_2: Linear pipeline built from two max_1 stages](image)

Figure 19 shows the minimised state machine for depth 2 with the 4 extra states over \( max_1 \) inside a dashed box. As \( d \) increases, the shape (profile) of \( LP_d \) remains the same: it increases each time by \( 2 \times 2 \) states. This indicates full capacity: each stage added permits an extra data value to be stored.

Once the pattern of arrows in Figure 19 has been absorbed, a less cluttered picture of \( max_1 \) suffices which represents the initial state by ■ and the other live states by ●. This clutter free notation is easy to extend to arbitrary pipelines:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
MAX_1 & MAX_2 & MAX_3 \\
\begin{array}{c}
\bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet \\
\bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet \\
\bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet \\
\bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet \bullet
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

Table 7: Clutter free depiction of \( MAX \) pipelines

With a little artistic license, we may indicate the shape of the pipeline \( MAX_d \) built from \( d \) copies of shape \( max_1 \) by

\[
\begin{align*}
MAX_1 &= max_1 \\
MAX_{d+1} &= MAX_d + + \مخ
\end{align*}
\]

Table 8: Pipelines composed with \( max_1 \)

3.3.2 \( PP_w,d \): parallel pipelines composed from \( MAX_d \)

![Figure 20: PP_2,d: parallel pipeline of width 2 and depth d](image)

Figure 20: \( PP_{2,d} \): parallel pipeline of width 2 and depth \( d \)

The parallel pipeline shown in Figure 20 is composed from two inner linear pipes of the same depth \( d \). Entry and exit from the linear pipes is controlled by a \( SPLIT2 \) and a \( JOIN2 \)
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respectively. The \textit{SPLIT2} ensures that on receiving a request on \textit{ir}, appropriate data is fed to both inner pipes each of which will acknowledge when their own individual datum has been captured. When both inner acknowledgements have been received, the \textit{SPLIT2} will acknowledge on \textit{ia}. The \textit{JOIN2} works in analogous fashion. Thus each inner pipe will hold the same number of data values but they progress independently. \textit{SPLIT2} and \textit{JOIN2} are implemented as combinations of the \textit{F2} and \textit{C2} circuits defined in Section 3.1.2. Note that if we run parallel pipeline experiments with inner linear pipelines of different depths, then the shortest depth dominates.

We ran our experiments using inner linear pipelines composed from \textit{max1}, that is when LP\textsubscript{d} = MAX\textsubscript{d}. For \textit{w} = 1..8 and \textit{d} = 1..12, PP\textsubscript{w,d} is observationally equivalent to PP\textsubscript{1,d} which again is observationally equivalent to MAX\textsubscript{d} itself. This result has immediate practical application in designing microprocessors where we may replace a complicated data path composed from \textit{max1} stages by a much simpler equivalent model when reasoning about and verifying the rest of the design.

4 Cuts and the Design Space

Taking our cue from the first liveness property \textbf{L1} (the initial state must be retained), cutaways can be partitioned into two sets: \textit{R} for the input cuts and \textit{L} for the output cuts. In this section we show how a complete family of sub-shapes can be generated from \textit{max1} by systematically cutting away input and output states and display both cut lattices. Shapes may be characterised by their cuts from \textit{MAX1} and homogeneous pipelines by their cuts from \textit{MAXd}. Experiments show that pipeline patterns are regular and predictable.

4.1 \textit{L}: Output cuts

In Figure 21 we have replicated the top row of 5 states at the bottom as an extra third row aligned two states to the right. The potential candidates for a left cut now lie in the two states marked \textbullet. If we try to take away more states on the left, then we lose the ability to return to the initial state.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure21.png}
\caption{Region of \textit{L} cuts from \textit{max1} together with specific cut \textit{L1}}
\end{figure}

Cut \textbf{L\textsubscript{a}} denotes the removal from \textit{max1} of \textit{a} states from column \textit{a} working vertically from the bottom (as shown). The specific cut \textbf{L1} is depicted on the right.

\textbf{L\textsubscript{a}} constraints: \textit{a} \in \{0..2\}; \textbf{L0..L2}

The three \textit{L} cuts are displayed below shape by shape. In this figure, \textbullet\ represents the initial state, cut states by \texttimes\ and uncut states in the \textit{L} cut region by .

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure22.png}
\caption{Set of \textit{L} cuts}
\end{figure}
Each L.cut has a distinct identifying signature whose flavour is indicated below. It is straightforward to map our informal signatures into formal modal-\(\mu\), the property checking language supported on the CWB.

\[
\begin{align*}
L_0 &= \text{LOOP} ( \text{ir} \cdot \overline{\text{ir}} \cdot \text{oa} \cdot \overline{\text{oa}} ) \\
L_1 &= \text{LOOP} ( \text{ir} \cdot \overline{\text{ir}} \cdot \text{ONLY} \overline{\text{oa}} \cdot \text{oa} ) \\
L_2 &= \text{LOOP} ( \text{ir} \cdot \text{ONLY} \overline{\text{oa}} \cdot \overline{\text{ir}} \cdot \text{oa} )
\end{align*}
\]

Table 9: Characteristic L.cut patterns

Starting from the initial state, we track the 4 actions which enable us to loop back (and repeat forever). \(\text{ONLY}\) is used when we deviate from the pattern for \(L_0\). An output move has been cutaway and our only move is sideways along an input arc. Notice that each loop body contains 2 input actions and 2 output actions and they preserve the mandatory liveness ordering.

4.2 \(\mathcal{R}\): Input cuts

Cut \(R_{yz}\) denotes the removal from \(\text{max}_1\) of \(y\) states from row 1 and \(z\) states from row 2 working horizontally from right to left. The maximal right cutaway per row is 2: if we cutaway more we will generate a deadlocked shape. Cut \(R_{21}\) is depicted in Figure 23.

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{yz} = y & \quad R_{21} = 2 \\
& \quad R_{21} = 1 \\
& \quad R_{21} = x \\
& \quad R_{21} = x
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 23: Region of \(\mathcal{R}\) cuts from \(\text{max}_1\) together with specific cut \(R_{21}\)

\(R_{yz}\) cannot choose \(y\) and \(z\) independently. For example, \(R_{01}\) would render the rightmost state in row \(y\) unreachable. The family of all valid \(\mathcal{R}\) cuts from \(\text{max}_1\) is generated by:

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{yz} \text{ constraints: } y, z &\in \{0..2\}; \quad y \geq z \\
R_{00..R_{22}}
\end{align*}
\]

The six \(R\).cuts are displayed below shape by shape. In this figure, ■ represents the initial state, cut states by \(x\) and uncut states in the L.cut region by ●.

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{00} &\quad R_{10} &\quad R_{20} \\
&\quad R_{11} &\quad R_{21} &\quad R_{22}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 24: Set of \(R\).cuts
Each R.cut has a distinct signature:

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{00} &= ir . \text{ LOOP ( } ia . \text{ ir . ONLY } \sigma \text{ . ONLY } \sigma \text{ )} \\
R_{10} &= ir . \text{ LOOP ( } ia . \text{ ONLY } \sigma \text{ . ONLY } \sigma \text{ )} \\
R_{20} &= ir . \text{ LOOP ( ONLY } \sigma \text{ . ONLY } \sigma \text{ . ONLY } \sigma \text{ )} \\
R_{11} &= \text{ LOOP ( } ia . \text{ ONLY } \sigma \text{ . ONLY } \sigma \text{ )} \\
R_{21} &= \text{ LOOP ( } ia . \text{ ONLY } \sigma \text{ . ONLY } \sigma \text{ )} \\
R_{22} &= \text{ LOOP ( ONLY } \sigma \text{ . ONLY } \sigma \text{ . ONLY } \sigma \text{ )}
\end{align*}
\]

Starting from the initial state, we track the actions which enable us to loop forever. This time **ONLY** is used when an input move has been cutaway and our only move is along an output arc. Notice that R.cuts \( R_{00} \) do not loop around the initial state but, after a lead-in \( ir \) move, from its right neighbour. Again each loop body contains 2 input actions and 2 output actions. Together with the lead in move, if any, they preserve the mandatory liveness ordering.

### 4.3 Cut lattices

The cuts can be arranged as regular lattices as shown below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{L} : \text{ chain} \quad & \quad \mathcal{R} : \text{ lattice} \\
L_0 & \quad L_1 & \quad L_2 \\
R_{00} & \quad R_{10} & \quad R_{11} & \quad R_{20} & \quad R_{21} & \quad R_{22}
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 25: Lattice structures**

### 4.4 Representing a shape

We denote the shape arising from the combination of cuts \( L_a \) and \( R_{yz} \) over \( \text{max}_1 \) by \( L_a[1]R_{yz} \). Clearly \( \text{max}_1 = L_0[1]R_{00} \). The core shapes in this design space are shown in Table 11 of which 14 are live and 4 are dead.

![Table 11: Complete \( \mathcal{L} \times \mathcal{R} \) Cut Table](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( L_a[1]R_{yz} )</th>
<th>Full</th>
<th>Half</th>
<th>Const</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R_{00} )</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>live</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{10} )</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>live</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{11} )</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>live</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{20} )</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>dead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{21} )</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>dead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{22} )</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>dead</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5 Homogeneous Pipeline Experiments

In this subsection we show how homogeneous pipelines grow across the whole $L \times R$ ($3 \times 6$) design space. We carried out the same linear and parallel homogeneous pipeline experiments for all 18 core shapes as we did for $max_1$ in Section 3.3. The experimental results over this range are summarised below:

1. Live shapes compose into live pipelines; dead shapes always compose to dead pipelines.

2. The design space is well behaved. Its 14 live shapes have occupancy full, half, or constant only. Full occupancy means that the pipeline can hold an extra data item for each stage added; half occupancy per 2 stages added; and constant that however long the pipeline, it will only hold one data item. Occupancy is determined solely by the right cut: $R_{00}$, $R_{10}$, $R_{11}$, $R_{20}$ always give full occupancy; $R_{21}$ half; and $R_{22}$ constant.

3. The homogeneous cut set is closed. If we generate pipes from core shapes then the resulting pipeline is cut from $MAX_d$. We may thus extend our shape notation to pipelines of any depth such that

\[
\text{SHAPE uniquely as } L_a[1]R_{yz} \quad \text{PIPE as } L_a[d]R_{yz}
\]

where $L_a \in L$ and $R_{yz} \in R$ and $d = 1, 2, 3, \ldots$ The uniqueness snag for pipes lies with cuts $R_{00}$ and $R_{22}$ since $L_a[d+1]R_{22}$ is observationally equivalent to $L_a[d]R_{00}$. Here we content ourselves just with the observation. The cure is found in the next section when we generalise to mixed pipelines.

4. Both L.cuts and R.cuts show persistent behaviours (informally retain shape) as pipeline depths increase. This is exemplified by pipelines composed from full, half and constant capacity shapes in Figure 26.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipeline pattern</th>
<th>d = 1</th>
<th>d = 2</th>
<th>d = 3</th>
<th>Full:</th>
<th>Half:</th>
<th>Const:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L2[d]R_{10}$</td>
<td>×■××</td>
<td>×■×××</td>
<td>×■××××</td>
<td>Full:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L1[d]R_{21}$</td>
<td>×■××</td>
<td>×■×××</td>
<td>×■××××</td>
<td></td>
<td>Half:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L0[d]R_{22}$</td>
<td>×■××</td>
<td>×■×××</td>
<td>×■××××</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Const:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 26: Persistent behaviour of cuts

5. As with $max_1$, for any live shape a parallel pipeline $PP_{w,d}$ always behaves as its $PP_{1,d}$. But all full capacity homogeneous parallel pipelines of depth $d$ behave as $L_0[d]R_{00}$; all half capacity homogeneous pipelines stutter: those of depth 2d-1 and 2d both behave as $L_0[d]R_{00}$; and all constant homogeneous pipelines of depth $d$ parallel behave as the shape $L_0[1]R_{22}$. In other words, there are only three possible parallel behaviours for homogeneous parallel pipelines composed from the 14 live basic shapes and each of them has a left cut of $L_0$.

4.5.1 Characterising homogeneous pipelines

It is easy to extend the notation for shape signatures to pipes. The left signature $L$ remains as it was. The right signature $R$ has to account for 4 extra states for a full occupancy cut, 2 for a half cut; and remain as is for constant capacity. We follow the style for R.cuts $R_{00}$, $R_{10}$, $R_{20}$ in Table 10 and we prefix the definition at the previous depth by $ir:ia$ for full capacity; alternate $R_{21}$ and $R_{01}$ cuts at the same depth for half cuts; and use the same check when constant.
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\[
\begin{align*}
\text{LPkLa} & = \text{La} \\
\text{LP1R10} & = \text{R10} & \text{LP1R21} & = \text{R21} & \text{LP1R22} & = \text{R22} \\
\text{LP2R10} & = \text{ir}, \text{LP1R10} & \text{LP2R21} & = \text{R10} & \text{LP2R22} & = \text{R22} \\
\text{LP3R10} & = \text{ir}, \text{LP2R10} & \text{LP3R21} & = \text{ir}, \text{LP1R21} & \text{LP3R22} & = \text{R22} \\
\text{LP4R10} & = \text{ir}, \text{LP3R10} & \text{LP4R21} & = \text{ir}, \text{LP2R10} & \text{LP4R22} & = \text{R22}
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{Table 12: Sample linear pipeline characterisations}\]

5 Mixed Pipeline Structures and Patterns

In this section we relate experiments carried out with linear mixed pipelines. The increase in generality yielded one surprise: some R.cut combinations, for example \(\text{R11.R20}\), gave rise to a right cut of \(\text{R31}\) (valid from depth 2). With \(\text{R31}\) included however, the R.cuts become closed. This slight addition has important ramifications. By dispensing with cut \(\text{R22}\), the uniqueness of pipeline representation snag noted in the previous section disappears. Further the lattice of R.cuts may be cast as two related chains each of which has a simple mapping from the chain of L.cuts; a structure that we exploit in this section.

**Notation.** In this section, we use \(Sa.Sb\) as a compact notation for the linear pipeline formed by \(Sa\) and \(Sb\). In the same way, if \(Sa\) has cuts \(L_a\) and \(R_a\) and \(Sb\) has cuts \(L_b\) and \(R_b\), then we denote the cuts of \(Sa.Sb\) by \(L_a.L_b\) and \(R_a.R_b\).

5.1 Initial mixed experiments

For linear pipeline \(S2\) constructed from shapes \(Sa\) and \(Sb\) (Figure 27), signal \(\overline{ir}\) from \(Sa\) handshakes with \(ir\) of \(Sb\) and signal \(\overline{oa}\) from \(Sb\) handshakes with \(oa\) of \(Sa\). The liveness conditions thus assure the liveness of the pipeline provided that \(Sa\) and \(Sb\) are both live, be they of full, half or constant capacity.

**Revised R.cuts.** Initially we experimented with all 18 combinational possibilities for L.cuts and R.cuts in pipelines of depth 2. They confirmed the liveness proposition and the independence of L.cuts and R.cuts, but yielded one unexpected result: that the R.cuts were not closed. The R.cut combinations \(\text{R11.R20}, \text{R21.R20}, \text{R11.R21}\) all combine to form a depth 2 R.cut of \(\text{R31}\). If we augment the set of right cuts by \(\text{R31}\), then R.cuts becomes closed. We have already noted that \(\text{R22}\) is redundant. If we omit it, we have an R.cut set that is closed.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\mathcal{L} : \text{chain} \\
\mathcal{R} : 2 \text{ chains}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L0} & \text{L1} & \text{L2} & \text{R00} & \text{R10} & \text{R20} & \text{R11} & \text{R21} & \text{R31}
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 28: Lattice structures revised**
Since the L.cuts form a chain, it is fruitful to think of the R.cuts as a lattice structure formed by two related chains R0 and R1 shown horizontally on the right of Figure 28. It is then easy to map amongst them and take advantage of the structural relationships between the output and input cuts.

**Revised pipeline notation.** If we extend our definition of maximal pipelines to include the
the 4 state $max_0 (= L_0[1] R_{22})$

\[
\begin{align*}
max_0 &= \text{ir}.\text{or}.\text{oa}.\text{ia}.\text{max}_0 \\
MAX_0 &= max_0 \\
MAX_{d+1} &= MAX_d ++ \quad \cdots
\end{align*}
\]

Table 13: MAX pipelines revised

then we can express any live pipeline constructed from core shapes uniquely by cutaways from some MAX$_d$. Clearly, there is just one live pipeline at depth 0, $max_0$ itself, which cannot tolerate any cuts. There are 13 live pipelines at depth 1 (where no R31 cut will be live). Pipelines at depths 2 or more accept all 18 cut possibilities.

### 5.2 Experimental Results for Mixed Linear Pipelines

Our experiments paired up all shape possibilities $L \times R$, including the non-live which served to confirm our liveness properties. By enumeration over all cases $S2 = S_a.S_b$:

1. **Liveness:** $S2$ is live if and only if $S_a$ and $S_b$ are live.

2. **Independence:** L.cuts and R.cuts are independent.
   - $L_2$, the L.cut of $S2$, depends solely upon $L_a$ and $L_b$.
   - $R_2$, the R.cut of $S2$, depends solely upon $R_a$ and $R_b$

3. **Closure:** $L_2 \in L$ and $R_2 \in R$. This implies that any pipeline constructed from our basic shapes can be expressed in terms of cuts from some MAX$_d$ for some $d$.

4. **Unit:** there are unit (identity) $L$ and $R$ cuts.

   \[
   \begin{align*}
   L_1 . L_a &= L_a \\
   R_{10} . R_{yz} &= R_{yz} \\
   L_a . L_1 &= L_a \\
   R_{yz} . R_{10} &= R_{yz}
   \end{align*}
   \]

5. **Association:** given the composition of three shapes $S_a.S_b.S_c$

   \[
   \begin{align*}
   (L_a . L_b) . L_c &= L_a . (L_b . L_c) \\
   (R_a . R_b) . R_c &= R_a . (R_b . R_c)
   \end{align*}
   \]

Thus the behaviours of L.cuts and R.cuts are independent, consistent and predictable. That L.cuts and R.cuts have a well defined algebraic structure hints at the prospect of further relationships and insights.
5.2.1 Tabulation of LTAB, RTAB and DTAB

Because L.cuts and R.cuts work independently, we can condense their experimental properties in simple lookup tables. The pipeline depth of the resulting shape depends upon the constituent depths and also upon its two R.cuts.

**LTAB.** Cut L1 is the unit (or identity) cut.

**Table 14: LTAB**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>La.Lb</th>
<th>L0</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L0</td>
<td>L0</td>
<td>L0</td>
<td>L0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>L0</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>L2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RTAB.** Cut R10 is the unit cut. Notice that the row entries for R21 are related to those of R10 and span the spectrum of R.cuts but shifted by 3.

**Table 15: RTAB**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ra.Rb</th>
<th>R00</th>
<th>R10</th>
<th>R20</th>
<th>R11</th>
<th>R21</th>
<th>R31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R00</td>
<td>R00</td>
<td>R00</td>
<td>R20</td>
<td>R00</td>
<td>R00</td>
<td>R00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>R00</td>
<td>R10</td>
<td>R20</td>
<td>R11</td>
<td>R21</td>
<td>R31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R20</td>
<td>R00</td>
<td>R20</td>
<td>R20</td>
<td>R00</td>
<td>R00</td>
<td>R00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| R11   | R11 | R11 | R31 | R11 | R31 | R31 |
| R21   | R11 | R21 | R31 | R00 | R10 | R20 |
| R31   | R11 | R31 | R31 | R11 | R11 | R31 |

**DTAB.** The data for DTAB is presented graphically. Since it partly depends upon the constituent R.cuts, R1.R2, the results are entered in patterns of the form R1.R2 → R3.

**Table 16: DTAB**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ra.Rb</th>
<th>R00</th>
<th>R10</th>
<th>R20</th>
<th>R11</th>
<th>R21</th>
<th>R31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R00</td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R20</td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R21</td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R31</td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
<td><strong>→</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The NW, NE, SW quadrants contain those combinations that give rise to full occupancy. In these quadrants, if R1 is of depth d1 and R2 is of depth d2 then R1.R2 gives rise to a pipe of length d1+d2. The SE quadrant contains those combinations that give rise to pipes of length d1+d2-1. So DTAB reveals that the calculation of pipeline depth is simple.

5.3 Calculation of Pipeline Behaviours

Space precludes any account of mixed parallel pipeline behaviours, but they too are calculable.

5.3.1 Application I: mixed linear pipe of depth 4

Once we have these tables it is straightforward to calculate the shape of any 2 stage pipeline. Because the cuts are closed, we can calculate the behaviours and properties of pipelines of any depth. Longer pipelines may be calculated by iteration as in the following application:

\[
\text{let } PIPE4 = (S_1 | S_2 | S_3 | S_4) \setminus \text{HIDE}
\]

where

\[
S_1 = L_1 [1] R_{20}
\]
\[
S_2 = L_0 [0] R_{00}
\]
\[
S_3 = L_2 [2] R_{31}
\]
\[
S_4 = L_1 [1] R_{11}
\]

then

\[
L_4 = (L_1 . L_0) . L_2 . L_1 \rightarrow (L_0 . L_2) . L_1 \rightarrow L_0 . L_1 \rightarrow L_0
\]

and

\[
R_4 = (R_20 . R_{00}) . R_{31} . R_{11} \rightarrow (R_{00} . R_{31}) . R_{11} \rightarrow R_{20} . R_{11} \rightarrow R_{00}
\]

and

\[
d_4 = (1.0) . 2.1 \rightarrow (1.2) . 1 \rightarrow 3.1 \rightarrow 3
\]

Thus

\[
PIPE2 = L_0 [1] R_{00} \text{ since } R_{20} . R_{00} \text{ lies in the SW quadrant}
\]

\[
PIPE3 = L_0 [3] R_{20} \text{ since } R_{00} . R_{31} \text{ lies in the NE quadrant}
\]

\[
PIPE4 = L_0 [3] R_{00} \text{ since } R_{20} . R_{11} \text{ lies in the SE quadrant}
\]

Note that associativity allows us to compose these 4 shapes any way we choose as long as their ordering is respected. These predictions have all been confirmed by experiment.

5.3.2 Application II: mixed rings

We can model rings by connecting the outgoing pipe line \( \overline{\sigma} \) to \( ir \) and the outgoing line \( \overline{oa} \) modulo initialising the first ring stage so that it has captured a data value. In our experiments all other pipeline stages are empty.

Experiments show that ring stages may be mixed freely and that the ring will be live provided that the pipeline is live and has depth at least 2.

5.3.3 Application III: relating LTAB and RTAB

In this application we show the relationships between LTAB and each of the 4 quadrants of RTAB. This means we can calculate both L.cut and R.cut pipeline behaviours from LTAB.
The two cut families are related by a number of maps. As we will be operating on cuts, rows of cuts, and (sub-)tables of cuts, we introduce two extra operators. If $f$ is a function operating on a cut, then $\text{ROW}.f$ applies $f$ to each cut in a row of cuts and $\text{TAB}.f$ applies $f$ each cut element in a table of cuts. The design space is so small that we define the basic cut functions by enumeration of cases.

Maps between $L$.cut and $R$.cut chains

$$\text{ROW}.L\text{toR}0\{L_0, L_1, L_2\} = \{R_{00}, R_{10}, R_{20}\}$$
$$\text{ROW}.L\text{toR}1\{L_0, L_1, L_2\} = \{R_{11}, R_{21}, R_{31}\}$$

Maps between $L$ and $R$:

$$\text{ROW}.R\text{0toL}\{R_{00}, R_{10}, R_{20}\} = \{L_0, L_1, L_2\}$$
$$\text{ROW}.R\text{1toL}\{R_{11}, R_{21}, R_{31}\} = \{L_0, L_1, L_2\}$$

Complements are symmetry relations between cuts in a family. Notice that there is also symmetry within $R$.cuts as a whole.

$$\text{L.COMP} = \{(L_0, L_2), (L_1, L_1), (L_2, L_0)\}$$
$$\text{R0.COMP} = \{(R_{00}, R_{20}), (R_{10}, R_{10}), (R_{20}, R_{00})\}$$
$$\text{R1.COMP} = \{(R_{11}, R_{31}), (R_{21}, R_{21}), (R_{31}, R_{11})\}$$

Transpose $\text{LTAB}^T$ is required in generating RTAB00, the $R_0 \times R_0$ quadrant of RTAB. It arises because we take $L$.cuts vertically and $R$.cuts horizontally.

$\text{FLIP}$ is a subtable operation that takes a $3 \times 3$ quadrant, swaps rows 1 and 3 and applies $\text{ROW}.II$ to row 2. Notice that $\text{II} \circ \text{FLIP} = \text{FLIP} \circ \text{II}$.

$$\text{FLIP} [r_1, r_2, r_3] = [r_3, \text{ROW}.II r_2, r_1]$$

5.3.4 Generation of RTAB from LTAB

We generate RTAB quadrant by quadrant in the chain $\times$ chain order: $R_0 \times R_0, R_0 \times R_1, R_1 \times R_0, R_1 \times R_1$. 
In tabular form

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{RTAB00} &= \text{TAB.LtoR0 LTAB}^T \\
\text{RTAB01} &= \text{FLIP RTAB00} \\
\text{RTAB10} &= \text{TAB.II RTAB00} \\
\text{RTAB11} &= \text{TAB.II RTAB01}
\end{align*}
\]

Table 17: Table of LTAB → RTAB transformations

and by diagram:

![Diagram of LTAB → RTAB transformations]

Figure 31: LTAB → RTAB transformation

Notice that the bottom half of RTAB may be obtained from the top half by applying TAB.II and vice versa. Going laterally is more interesting.

5.4 Extension to 4phase untimed

The approach to mixed pipelines outlined in this section has been applied equally successfully to the 10×20 untimed subset of 4phase designs; the 19×38 untimed ++ locally timed subset; and to the complete 35×140 4phase design space.

![Figure 32: L.wedge R0.wedge and R2.wedge]

Just as with 2phase, the R.cuts previously published [8, 34] were closed for homogeneous pipelines but not for mixed. Following through the techniques presented here resulted in a
reduction of the size of \(R\) cuts from 25 to 20 which revealed for the first time a splitting of \(R\) cuts into two subsets each of which is isomorphic to \(L\) cuts as shown in Figure 32. It is doubtful we would have made these connections without venturing into mixed pipelines and insights gleaned from this work in the 2phase domain.

In 4phase, the \(L\) cuts have 3 indices, \(L_{abc}\) and \(R\) cuts 4, \(R_{wxyz}\). Each \(R\) cut in wedge \(R0\) has \(x=0\), and each \(R\) cut in wedge \(R2\) has \(x=2\). Similar to the \(II\) operation for 2phase, cut \(R_{w0yz}\) in wedge \(R0\) is vertically aligned with cut \(R_{(w+2)(y+2)(z+2)}\) in wedge \(R2\).

It is simple to draw up the 4phase equivalents of the 2phase mapping functions of Section 5.3.3. The structure of the 2phase transformations given in Figure 31 still holds subject to a (simply) modified versions of the \(FLIP\) operation and \(II\) operations.

6 From Shape to Silicon

An implementation study was performed similar to that in [34]. Systematic concurrency reduction produced by applying cuts to the most concurrent shape results in the complete design space. This allows all possible specifications to be investigated in order to obtain the best circuit for any specific design goal, be it high performance, low power, small area, latency, etc.

When realizing designs, shapes are partitioned into design styles. Shapes can be categorized into two protocol classes, untimed and timed. Untimed shapes come in two classes: delay insensitive (DI) and speed independent (SI). Likewise timed shapes have two classes: locally timed (LT) and externally timed (ET). Locally timed shapes can be designed to work in nearly all homogeneous or mixed pipelines based on the local delays present inside the circuit implementation of any given shape. However, externally timed shapes are only correct when specific relative delay requirements are enforced on the response time of other controllers. For example, the consumer (downstream controller) connected to an ET shape may be required to respond much faster than the producer (the upstream controller).

This paper extends previous work to include all locally timed shapes. LT shapes for the 2phase family are formed by the \(L_1\) and \(R_{10}\) cuts. Externally timed cuts include all \(R_{y1}\) cuts. Thus to investigate all DI, SI, and LT shapes, the \(L\) and \(R\) chains from Figure 28 are employed; the lower \(R\) chain is discarded. The \(3\times3\) cuts result in 9 shapes categorized as one DI, two SI, five LT and one deadlocked shape.

An automated flow was developed to generate and optimize asynchronous pipeline controllers from the shape state machines. The designs were synthesized and technology mapped to Artisan’s static library for IBM’s 65nm 10sf process node using Petrify [15]. The circuits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency in GHz</th>
<th>Energy per Token in pJ</th>
<th>Area in (\mu m^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L0</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>4.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 33: Performance, power, and area of the circuits
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are verified for conformance to the shape, and automatic relative timing (RT) constraints are created \[43\]. The RT constraints are applied using a custom flow to synthesize and optimize the circuits for power and performance using commercial clocked CAD tools such as Design Compiler and SOC Encounter \[40\]. The results report parasitic extracted values for the physically placed and routed designs.

The results for performance, power and area are shown in Figure 33. The better designs are highlighted in green, the worse designs in red. The timed L.cut and R.cut are highlighted in yellow. All rows and columns employing timed cuts result in timed shapes (5 of the 8).

The NW corner of the tables contains shapes with the most concurrency and the SE corner the most sequential. In general, the more concurrent shapes should admit a higher performance; the most sequential lower power and smaller area. This general trend applies with some notable exceptions. For example, the larger and more complicated circuits required for higher concurrency may hamper performance. But most significantly, the locally timed cuts produce the fastest circuits. The four highest frequency designs all employ timed cuts. The best timed shape produces a circuit that is 20% faster than the circuit from the best untimed shape. Only a handful of timed circuits have been investigated and published in the literature. This study thereby opens up the possibility of uncovering new design sets with substantial performance improvements over current state of the art.

7 Overview and summary

We have investigated an abstract model of latch controllers and presented new experimental results on its outer and inner structure in terms of \( L \) and \( R \) lattices of cuts from the maximal shape. \( L \times R \) reveals the whole design space and has been used to guide experiments ranging from investigating linear and parallel pipeline patterns through to investigating the behaviour of families of circuits. The patterns have suggested algorithmic rules for predicting the behaviours of homogeneous and mixed pipelines. Such predictions make it possible to replace complicated irregular parallel datapaths by smooth linear pipeline behaviours—a very useful mental model when designing systems.

Novel design space patterns herein described include: complete lattices for \( L \) and \( R \) cuts; complete design space as \( L \times R \); notation for each shape and each pipeline as \( L[a][k]R[yz] \); the consistent and independent growth patterns \( L \) and \( R \) cuts; and not least in the treatment of mixed pipelines. Demonstrations of their practical use were given for predicting pipeline behaviours and generating novel circuits.

1. Survey of published designs (4phase). This kept our work grounded. Our common algebraic (FSM) notation for their shapes (design abstractions) enables them to be ordered and compared. In shape format, all published designs had at least input signal ordering constraints or output signal ordering constraints; and usually both. Taking the intersection of constraints over all surveyed shapes revealed \( max_1 \), a maximal shape (most concurrent possible signal orderings), from which all published shapes could be constructed by cutting away states on the Left or on the Right.

2. Taking our cue from the way input and output cuts characterised published designs, we fully generalised the cut possibilities from \( max_1 \). The product \( L \times R \) reveals the complete design space for \( max_1 \) and its sub-designs. The cut classes form elegant lattices and enable tight mathematical definitions of design style domains over \( max_1 \); e.g. delay insensitive, speed independent, burst mode, relative timing. The definitions are defined simply in terms of sublattices of \( L \) and \( R \). A software suite has been developed which will take shape specifications and generate characterized circuits. Since we have the design space, and know how to categorize design styles, we can (and have) examined the \( 3 \times 6 \) 2phase design space and the \( 10 \times 25 \) DI subset of 4phase. Work is in progress studying such characteristics as: area, power consumption, speed, ...
3. We have conducted experiments on the behaviours of homogeneous linear pipelines of depths 1..12 and over homogeneous parallel pipelines of depths 1..12 and widths 1..8 over the Untimed sub-design space. These experiments revealed much persistent structured behaviour: examples (i) if a shape is live, then so will be its pipelines; (ii) L,cuts and R,cuts work independently of each other; (iii) all parallel compositions are observationally equivalent to some DI single pipeline; (iv) shapes exhibit full, half, or unit occupancy; (v) occupancy is determined solely by a shape's R,cut. For homogeneous pipelines, the L and R sets are closed, so that we can adapt the specification of a shape to define a homogeneous pipeline of any depth.

4. We have also experimented with mixed pipelines: by which we permit a linear pipeline to have different shapes throughout its length; and with mixed parallel pipelines where we may run distinct homogeneous (or mixed) linear pipelines in parallel. For tractable design subsets, the results are again structured. In particular liveness, cut independence, the DI behaviour of parallel pipes still hold. But for mixed pipelines, the R sets are not closed. However it is a simple matter to include extra R,cuts (valid only from pipeline depth 2) to ensure closure. Experiments have been completed over 2phase and 4phase shapes. These show that shapes associate under pipelining and that the behaviour of linear pipelines of any depth can not only be specified in terms of the L and extended R,cuts but can also be calculated from their constituents. By extension, we can also calculate the behaviour of mixed parallel pipelines from their constituents.

5. The understanding and formalisation of this increase generality resulted in some dramatic (and practical) simplifications. We can now relate the L and R cut lattices and once we have calculated the LTAB, the mixed L,cut behaviour table, we can construct RTAB the mixed R,cut table by simple and standard transformations.
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